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Abstract

This short note highlights the relationship between a recent research area in
database theory, namely the information extraction framework of document
spanners, and classical formal language theory.

1 Formal Languages in Other Areas of TCS
Formal language theory is one of the main research areas of theoretical computer
science, but its importance and relevance has changed (although not declined)
over time. For example, Hopcroft, Motwani and Ullman state in their famous
textbook [25] that “in 1979, automata and language theory was still an area of
active research”, while “today, there is little direct research in automata theory”,
where today refers to 2007. This assessment by Hopcroft, Motwani and Ullman,
which they gave mainly as a justification for changing the focus and content of
their textbook, has offended some of the purists among the formal languages re-
searchers.

However, for young researchers in formal language theory who try to build
scientific careers in the current landscape of theoretical computer science, it is
perhaps a good idea to be less emotional and more pragmatic about these things.
Neither abandoning formal languages altogether nor pretending that we are still
in the 60s or 70s seems the right way to go. In this regard, it is interesting to note
that Hopcroft, Motwani and Ullman also say in their preface that there is little
direct research in automata theory “as opposed to its applications”. In general, the
preface of their book stresses the fact that the field of formal languages has grown
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from something quite special into standard content of undergraduate computer
science courses, which is a good thing.

I do not want to take sides in the controversy of whether formal languages
have become less important nowadays in research and teaching. But compared
to roughly 60 years ago, it seems that formal language theory exists now less as
a coherent and well-defined research area, but instead is scattered throughout the
various sub-areas of theoretical computer science. This can be a great opportunity,
since it means that various TCS-communities are interested in formal languages,
whether they realise it or not. For researchers in formal languages, it is therefore
beneficial to discover those “hidden gems” of formal language theory that can be
found in seemingly unconnected areas of theoretical computer science.

One such area is information extraction in database theory, which shall be
discussed in the next section. Note that it is not the purpose of this article to
provide a survey of the field of information extraction, but rather to explain the
connections between this topic and the area of formal languages.

2 A Formal Framework for Information Extraction
The concept of information extraction in database theory and the framework of
document spanners is surveyed in more detail in [37, 2, 34]. Here, we focus on
the relation between this area and classical formal language theory.

Document spanners (or simply spanners) have been introduced in the seminal
paper [13], and they constitute a framework for extracting information from texts
(i. e., strings, sequences or words, or, as is the common term in the data man-
agement community, documents); it is therefore called an information extraction
framework. Since its introduction, many papers in database theory have been pub-
lished that are concerned with document spanners (see [13, 18, 31, 3, 27, 14, 32,
15, 16, 19, 20, 29, 30, 12, 35, 36, 38, 28, 10, 8, 11, 4]). From a formal languages
point of view, this framework is appealing, since it is a query mechanism that
solely works on textual data.

A document spanner (over a setX of variables)1 is a function that maps a word
w to a finite table with a column for each variable from X and the entries of the
cells of the table are just pairs of positions of w. This can be illustrated as follows:

w = abbabccabc =⇒

x y z
(2, 5) (4, 7) (1, 10)
(3, 5) (5, 8) (4, 7)
(1, 3) (3, 10) (2, 4)
...

...
...

1Let us fix X = {x, y, z} in our examples.



The pairs (i, j) are called spans and are interpreted as pointers to factors of
w, e. g., (4, 7) refers to abcc, since this is the factor that starts at position 4 and
ends at position 7. A row of the table is called a span tuple, the whole table is
called a span relation and, as already mentioned above, a function S that maps
each w ∈ Σ∗ to a span relation S (w) is called a document spanner.2 Regarding the
question why spanners are a good formalisation of relevant information extraction
tasks, the reader is referred to the surveys [37, 2, 34], or the introductions of the
papers mentioned above.

A spanner S over variables X is therefore a function from Σ∗ to the set of span
relations over X, but it can conveniently be represented as a formal language over
the alphabet Σ ∪ { ▷x , ◁x | x ∈ X}: We simply encode every span tuple t of the span
relation S (w) by enclosing the factor of w that corresponds to the span of x ∈ X
by the special marker symbols ▷x and ◁x (we may think of these markers as pairs
of brackets). For example, marking in abbabccabc the factor from position 2 to
position 5 with ▷x and ◁x, the factor from position 4 to position 7 with ▷y and ◁y

and so on yields the string ▷z a ▷x bb ▷y ab ◁x cc ◁y abc◁z, which encodes the span
tuple ((2, 5), (4, 7), (1, 10)) of the span relation S (abbabccabc). We shall denote
such marked strings as subword-marked words.3

In this way, any span relation S (w) yields a finite set of subword-marked words
and joining all these sets of subword-marked words yields a (usually infinite) lan-
guage of subword-marked words that represents the spanner. Conversely, any
language L of subword-marked words uniquely describes a spanner ⟦L⟧: For any
word w ∈ Σ∗, the span relation ⟦L⟧(w) simply contains all span tuples described
by some subword-marked word from L whose Σ-part equals w. For example, hav-
ing ▷x ▷y a ◁y b ◁x ab ▷z c◁z in L simply means that ⟦L⟧(ababc) contains the span
tuple ((1, 2), (1, 1), (5, 5)).4

A consequence of this relation between spanners and subword-marked lan-
guages is that spanners can be represented by formal language description mech-
anisms, like automata, expressions, grammars, or just any decision algorithm that
accepts a subword-marked language. In particular, we can use those language de-
scription mechanisms as tools for specifying spanners as well as algorithmic tools
for dealing with them computationally. For example, a spanner that produces a
table of all pairs of a non-empty unary factor over the symbol a and a non-empty

2Here and henceforth in this article, we use Σ as our underlying terminal alphabet.
3The term ref-word is also common in the literature on spanners.
4We ignore the fact here that the representation of a spanner by means of a subword-marked

language is not unique, since consecutive occurrences of marker symbols can be reordered without
changing the described spanner. For example, ▷x ▷y a ◁yb ◁xab ▷z c◁z and ▷y ▷x a ◁yb ◁xab ▷z c◁z are
different subword-marked words that nevertheless encode the same string and span tuple. This is a
bit annoying and can cause some difficulties, but this aspect is thoroughly discussed and addressed
in the literature on document spanners.



unary factor over the symbol b can be specified as the subword-marked language
{u ▷x cn ◁x v ▷y dm ◁y w | u, v,w ∈ Σ∗, n,m ≥ 1, {c, d} = {a, b}}. The subword-marked
language {u ▷x cn ◁x v ▷y dn ◁y w | u, v,w ∈ Σ∗, n ≥ 1, {c, d} = {a, b}} describes the
variant of the spanner, where the two factors must have the same length.

It is probably not surprising that regular spanners, i. e., those spanners that
can be represented by regular subword-marked languages, play a central role in
the area of document spanners. Such spanners can be represented by regular ex-
pressions like a ▷x (b + c)∗ a ◁x b∗ ▷y c∗ ◁y c∗ (which is very convenient on the
specification level) and as finite automata (which is useful for algorithms). In
fact, regular spanners exhibit many desirable algorithmic properties, which follow
from the good algorithmic properties of regular languages. On the other hand, the
spanner mentioned above that extracts pairs of unary factors of the same size is
obviously not a regular spanner (by the typical pumping argument). Obviously,
we can consider arbitrary classes of subword-marked languages, which then de-
scribe classes of document spanners. An obvious choice that comes to mind are
context-free document spanners, which have been investigated in the literature on
information extraction (see [30, 29, 4]).

2.1 Research Tasks Motivated by Document Spanners

From a purely formal language theoretical point of view, it is interesting that doc-
ument spanners – a recent hot topic in foundational database research – can be
phrased in terms of classical (regular) languages. This means that we can use
the known classical results about regular languages for regular spanners (and for
their possible implementations). Probably more interesting is the fact that this in-
formation extraction perspective towards regular languages has also lead to new
questions and computational problems about finite automata and formal languages
in general that have not yet been addressed by the formal languages research of
the last six decades. Let us now discuss some of these research questions.

Enumerating the Span Tuples: In the context of information extraction, it is an
important task to enumerate for a given word w and a regular spanner S (given
as finite automaton) all span tuples of S (w) without repetition. Ideally, such an
algorithm has a preprocessing phase that is linear in |w| and then provides an
enumeration with a delay (i. e., the time between two consecutive output elements)
that is independent from |w| (although it can still depend on the automaton for
S ). These requirements are justified by the practically relevant assumption that w
represents data and is therefore very large, while S is a human-readable query and
is therefore in comparison rather small. So these time bounds can be considered
to be the optimum (assuming that we have to read the data at least once).

This is a problem on classical finite automata, but it has not yet been consid-



ered in the research of automata theory. Note that this problem is quite different
from enumerating the words of a regular language, which has been investigated
in formal language theory (see, e. g., [1]). It is also different from enumerating all
accepting runs of an automaton on a given input word (i. e., paths between two
nodes in a DAG), since such runs have length |w|, which would result in a pro-
hibitively large delay. What we actually have to do is the following: For a given
word w ∈ Σ∗, we have to consider all marked version of w (i. e., subword-marked
words with a Σ-portion that equals w) that are accepted by the automaton, but for
these marked versions, we only want to produce the marked positions as output
(in the right format of course). Another way of phrasing this is in terms of fi-
nite transducers: We get a transducer that maps a string to a marked version of it
(i. e., we have a finite set Γ of markers and the transducer has the choice of either
marking an input symbol a ∈ Σ as aγ for some γ ∈ Γ, or to leave it unmarked).
Then, for a given input, we want to enumerate all possible marked outputs, but
these outputs are to be represented only by the marked symbols along with their
positions in the input string.

In any case, we are dealing with an algorithmic problem about classical finite
automata, that is highly relevant in the context of document spanners, but does
not seem to be covered by the classical studies on finite automata. An impor-
tant particularity is the requirement that after the preprocessing we cannot spend
time between two outputs that depends on the size of the input or the size of the
accepting run.

As a main result in the field of document spanners, it has been shown that
we can solve this enumeration problem with preprocessing linear in |w| and delay
independent of |w| (see [3, 2, 14]).

An obvious next step is the question whether we can achieve the same for
larger classes of spanners. Recall the spanner from above that is represented by the
subword-marked language {u ▷x cn ◁x v ▷y dn ◁y w | u, v,w ∈ Σ∗, n ≥ 1, {c, d} = {a, b}}.
It is not difficult to see that this language is context-free. So can we also enumerate
the span tuples of span relations extracted by context-free spanners (i. e., the class
of spanners that can be described by context-free subword-marked languages)? It
has been shown in [4] that for unambiguous grammars this is indeed possible with
preprocessing that is cubic in |w| and a delay that is independent of |w| (observe
that context-free parsing reduces to this problem, so the cubic bound seems to be
necessary at least for combinatorial algorithms).

String Equality Selection and Angluin’s Pattern Languages: In the literature
on document spanners, a string equality selection operator has been introduced
that simply removes those span tuples from a span relation for which certain spans
do not refer to equal factors. It is used on top of a regular spanner to describe
spanners that are non-regular due to equality checking of factors. For example,



in this way we can describe spanners of the form {u a ▷x v ◁x u′ b ▷y v ◁y u′′ |
u, u′, u′′, v ∈ Σ∗}, so a spanner that extracts two different occurrences of the same
factor, the first one directly preceded by symbol a and the second one directly
preceded by symbol b.

This string equality selection operator does not serve the mere purpose of play-
ing around with the concept of document spanners, it is in fact already included in
the original paper [13] and vital for covering the core of IBM’s SystemT, which is
the practical counterpart of the theoretical concept of document spanners.

What is interesting from a formal languages point of view is that the string
equality selection operator turns spanners into a model that covers Angluin’s pat-
tern languages [6] and that is also related to regular expressions with backrefer-
ences [9, 33, 17]. Recall that Angluin’s patterns are strings of the form xabxaaay,
where x and y are variables that can be substituted with arbitrary strings over Σ
such that this pattern describes the pattern language {uabuaaav | u, v ∈ Σ∗}. Reg-
ular expressions with backreferences are regular expressions that can enclose a
subexpression with special brackets ▷x r◁x and then use variable x as a repetition
of whatever was matched to r, e. g., a∗ ▷x (a + b)∗ ◁x c∗(x a + (b x)∗) is a regular
expression with backreferences.

As a result of these connections to established classes of formal languages,
many lower bounds for regular spanners extended with string equality selection
can be obtained directly from known results, or by extending techniques used for
pattern languages and regular expressions with backreferences (see [16]). More-
over, techniques previously used for regular expressions with backreferences have
been applied to define a subclass of regular spanners with string equality selection
that exhibits better decidability and complexity (see [35]).

Document Spanners on Compressed Input Strings: When dealing with strings,
it is a classical and practically highly relevant question whether we can also han-
dle the case where the input strings are compressed by the lossless compression
scheme of so-called straight-line programs or SLPs for short (i. e., strings com-
pressed by a context-free grammar which can derive only this string).

It is a comparatively simple observation that checking w ∈ L(M) for an NFA M
and a word w that is represented by an SLP G can be done in time linear in |G| (and
cubic in |M|). However, in terms of document spanners, this problems presents
itself in a new light, i. e., as the extension to the more difficult (and arguably more
interesting) problem of how to enumerate all span tuples of S (w) for some regular
spanner S in the case that w is given as an SLP G. It turns out that we can do this
with a preprocessing that is only linear in |G| and a delay that still only depends
on |M| (see [36, 28]). On the one hand, this result is a contribution to the field
of SLP-compressed algorithmics (further demonstrating its usefulness), while, on
the other hand, it further demonstrates the practical relevance of regular spanners.



In query evaluation, the dynamic setting is quite important: If we have enu-
merated the answers to a query over some data and then update our data by only
changing a small portion of it, can we exploit this redundancy somehow such that
when we want to enumerate our query again, we do not have to completely re-run
the preprocessing, but can perform substantially faster? In the SLP-compressed
setting this leads to the question of how to handle updates of SLP-compressed
strings, which is an aspect mostly neglected in the classical literature on algorith-
mics on SLP-compressed strings. It has been shown in [38] that enumeration of
regular spanners in the SLP-compressed setting extends well to the dynamic case.

Weighted Document Spanners: Another classical field of formal languages that
also has a natural equivalent in document spanners is that of weighted automata.
In the weighted automata setting, transitions are equipped with weights from an
algebraic structure, which then extends automata from decision procedures to al-
gorithms that produce quantitative outputs.

In the context of information extraction, representing spanners by weighted
automata allows to allocate weights to the single span tuples of the span relation
that is extracted by the spanner from an input word. In a database context, this is
quite helpful, since it can be assumed that not all of the (potentially exponentially
many) span tuples are equally relevant. Instead, it is likely that some span tuples
are more interesting than others and it is desirable if the more important tuples
appear first in an enumeration. In fact, an important motivation of the whole
enumeration point of view is that the enumeration starts rather fast and can then
be stopped by the user as soon as enough relevant outputs have been received.
This point of view makes even more sense if the outputs of the enumeration are
guaranteed to be produced in decreasing order with respect to their importance.

Such weighted settings of regular spanners and respective enumeration algo-
rithms have been investigated in [12, 10, 8].

Other Areas in Database Theory Connected to Formal Languages: Despite
the fact that many papers about document spanners have been published over the
last decade (mostly in conferences ICDT and PODS), information extraction is
still an active research area within the field of database theory.

Regular expressions (and therefore finite automata) are also a central tool for
query classes for graph databases (see, e. g., [7, 5, 39]).

Typical approaches in the field of complex event processing (see [24, 26] for
surveys) are often automaton-based (see, e. g., [23, 22, 21]).



3 Conclusions
Information extraction in database theory is a good example of how classical re-
sults of formal language theory can play a central role in new and emerging re-
search topics. In particular, one can observe that document spanners is not just an
application of established results, but rather poses new research questions about
formal languages that are not covered by the existing literature.
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